SAP APO/IBP Consultant

A leading multinational consulting company is looking for a SAP APO/IBP Consultant with at least 3+ years of project experience in process and implementation consulting in supply chain management.

The company’s product portfolio includes custom-tailored solutions along the entire value chain – servicing to all business units from sourcing and procurement to sales and overarching data management.

Key Responsibilities:
- Defining overall application and business requirements with end users
- Translating business requirements into functional specifications
- Recommending solution modifications, configurations, and processes.
- Responsible for implementation, design and/or upgrade applications.
- Create cost and time estimates for development and implementation of projects.
- Generate business process flow charts.
- Designing of correspondence, presentations, and other materials for knowledge transfer
- Be able to solve complex problems considering computer equipment capacity and limitations, operating time, and form of desired results.

Education:
MBA or M.Tech or comparable degree in any stream from Premier institutes like IIMs, IITs etc.

Required experience:
- 3+ years of project experience in process and implementation consultancy of either APO or IBP
- Experience of at least 1 full cycle implementation for an international customer
- Knowledge of integration between SAP ECC / S/4HANA with APO and IBP is a must
- Development Know-How for SAP APO and S/4HANA is advantageous
- Cross-module knowledge will be advantageous

Required soft skills:
- Outstanding communication and presentation skills in English
- Strong analytical / problem solving skills
- Analytical thinking skills and a high level of client orientation
- Ability to translate between non-technical business users and technical IT resources
- Knowledge of German language will be advantageous
- Good organizational and time management skills
- Must be an excellent team player

Job location: Pune

For more details contact: india@indo-german.com, tel: +91 – 22 – 66652128

“We would like to inform you that once you send us your application we will store your personal data (Name, contact) in order to process your application. (For all individual within the EU the legal basis for holding your data is the new GDPR data protection legislation Art. 6 I 1 lit. b EU GDPR, that came into effect on 25th of May 2018).

After completion of the application procedure/ contract as well as expiry of duties of documentation your data will be deleted from our database. You can ask us for further information or deleting your data at any time on condition that there are no contradictory provisions. For further information regarding the security of your data, click here.”